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Abstract: Magnetic linear gear provides a new and unique opportunity for coupling mechanical
impedances and optimizing vibration damping. In the present paper a new magneto-mechanical
vibration damper (the so-called Z-damper) is described. Its expected theoretical dynamic behavior
shows a particularly high damping capability, a low frequency, as well as an optimal behavior for
high frequencies.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Vibrations: Mechanical Impedance

The transmission of vibrations through a structure and systems to reduce, mitigate or suppress
them has been profusely studied in mechanical engineering. Any structure behaves as a vibration path
or “circuit” for an oscillatory mechanical excitation and it can be characterized by a “dynamic transfer
function” which is strongly dependent on frequency [1].

The combination of stiffness, inertia and damping is just the basics of vibration control [2]. The
simplest way to reduce vibration transmissibility of, for example, a rotating machine to the ground is
to increase the elasticity of the ground connections. In this sense, elastic couplings are extensively used
in industry and buildings, and floating benches are typically used to support vibrating machinery.
For example, a simple passive double floating bench with soft supports achieves a 20 dB reduction in
vibration level [3]. In general, quite good vibration isolation can be obtained by appropriate design of
these benches. However, it becomes more difficult to isolate low frequency vibrations [4].

The mechanical impedance of a vibratory system is defined as:

Z “ F{v (1)

where F is the acting force and v the response velocity.
The combination of mechanical elements can be characterized by their equivalent impedance [5].

Well-known techniques can be used to calculate this equivalent impedance, the response of a vibratory
system to a given dynamic load, e.g., Kirchhoff’s law, the reciprocity and the superposition theorem,
or the Thevenin equivalent systems, all of them with their limitations [6].

Electrical engineers developed methods for matching impedances to maximize/minimize power
transfer/reflection from the load. Essential elements for electrical systems are transformers that
multiply voltage and divide current or vice versa. Although the same principle could be applied to
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mechanical (vibrational) circuits, up to now nobody has developed any effective analogue mechanical
transformer to help mechanical engineers.

Indeed, wonderful example of mechanical impedance matching can be found in nature. The ears
of most terrestrial animals are provided with mechanical impedance transformers. While the medium
in the outer ear is obviously air, the medium in the inner ear is a liquid similar to water. Both of these
elements present quite different mechanical impedances. Because of the difference in the impedances
of the air and the liquid in the inner ear, a hearing loss of about 30 dB should be expected. However, a
set of small bones in the middle air (hammer, incus and stapes) compliantly attached, together with
the different areas of the tympanic membrane and the oval window, provides a mechanical advantage
so that it compensates for this hearing loss. This mechanical impedance coupling is an example of
mechanical transformer.

Despite the illustration of this example, it is not easy to find similar mechanical devices that take
advantage of the impedance matching to operate. Impedance coupling or impedance matching could
be a powerful key technique for the control of the vibrations in a mechanical system, but a sensitive
multiplier mechanism is required.

Conventional gears or drivers present a macroscopic backlash and hysteresis that make them
not suitable for the transmission of vibrations. A zero-backlash mechanism would be required for
this task.

In this paper, a new technology of zero-backlash magneto-mechanisms has been optimized for
matching mechanical impedances. Particularly, the case of an integrated, optimized, mechanically
matched damper [7] is shown.

1.2. Magnetic Harmonic Gear for Matching of Mechanical Impedances and Magnetic Dampers

Magnetic Harmonic Drives (so called MAGDRIVES are non-contact mechanisms able to provide
a reduction or multiplication of movement with no significant backlash [8].

They present remarkable advantages with respect to classic harmonic drives. As there is no
contact between the movable members, wear and fatigue are minimized and no lubrication is needed.
Therefore, minimum maintenance is required and lifetime is maximized, gently overpassing that of
mechanical devices.

Another interesting feature of the magnetic gear is their anti-jamming intrinsic property: when
torque exceeds a threshold the input slides smoothly, preventing the breakdown of the device or other
mechanical devices that are kinematically connected. Moreover, this technology presents inherent
damping and reduction of vibrations that can be tuned by design.

However, the most useful property of the MAGDRIVE is that its backlash is virtually zero,
therefore providing a smooth and continuous transmission [9,10].

The MAGDRIVE working principle is applicable to both linear and rotational systems. The
working principle is simple: an input stage, composed of soft magnetic teeth, which is externally
actuated generates a magnetic wave that interacts with a linear spline of magnets and a fast stage
of permanent magnets. Depending on the relative number of teeth in the input stage and the linear
spline, a reduction/amplification relationship is automatically defined with zero backlash as shown in
Figure 1.
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Relative displacement and force transmission will depend directly on this relationship. An
amplification displacement stage could be designed following this principle. As its backlash is zero,
this mechanism can be used as a mechanical impedance matching coupler.

In the same manner, mechanical impedance couplers that can be obtained by this new kind
of zero-backlash mechanism provide the way to optimize and get the best of all kinds of vibration
attenuation systems. Mechanical impedance will be transformed proportionally to the square of
the ratio.

For instance, a small piezoelectric actuator can be coupled to provide a large displacement to deal
with large-amplitude vibrations. Also, for instance, a damper, whose efficiency increases with velocity,
would enhance its efficiency when coupled through a velocity multiplier.

1.3. Magnetic Dampers

Typical magnetic dampers are based in the induction of electrical eddy currents [11]. When a
conductor is exposed to an alternating magnetic field, a power loss appears which is proportional to
the square of the frequency of the oscillation. In this way, the kinematic energy from the vibration can
be dissipated and not transmitted to the structure. An arrangement of permanent magnets oscillating
inside a conductive element is the most common design [12].

Several examples can be found of this sort of damper that exhibits relatively high spring
coefficients, loss factors over 1.2 and damping densities up to 1060 kNs/m/m3, even at low frequencies.
In addition, these systems can operate up to a maximum temperature of about 310 ˝C for SmCo
magnets, with improved performance at low temperatures, and they are fully passive and do not have
contact between the moving parts, minimizing wear and fatigue in the mechanical elements, and have
a null time of response.

Even though previous prototypes that have been explored are far from optimized in terms of
weight and cost, they exhibit a promising performance in comparison to other damping systems.

This technology has been used successfully in the automotive industry [13] and in aerospace
applications, such as in magnetic damping in rotor vibration [14] or for the isolation of structural
vibrations in inflatable satellites [6].

However, their main limitation is their poor performance at low frequency vibrations. Dissipated
power depends on the square of the frequency. Therefore, they are perfect candidates to be improved
using impedance matching. Should speed be multiplied by n times, the dissipated power would
increase n2 times. In addition, non-linear effects are usually present in the system [15].

Other magnetic technologies for damping are magnetorheological dampers which, in addition,
can be tuned to operate under different damping parameters [16].

Additionally, magnetic dampers can naturally be integrated in MAGDRIVES, creating a compact
and efficient device.

In conclusion, the objective of this paper is to present the combination and integration of a
magnetic linear gear acting as an impedance coupling device with an eddy current dissipater. The use
of impedance matching improves the efficiency of the eddy current dissipater significantly. In addition,
the lack of lubrication requirements makes possible the utilization of the Z-damper at temperature
only limited by the materials. In this paper, a study on the performance of a Z-Damper operating in an
environment at 200 ˝C is discussed.

1.4. Thermal Constrictions

The absence of friction makes the device not need lubrication. This device can therefore virtually
operate from very low temperatures (´200 ˝C) to relatively high temperatures, limited only by the
Curie temperature of the magnetic materials (up to 350 ˝C with NdFeB permanent magnets and more
than 500 ˝C for ferrites) without significant changes in its performance.

The maximum working temperature of some commercially available permanent magnets is
summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Maximum working temperature of permanent magnets.

Constructive Material Curie Temperature [˝C] Max. Continuous Service Temperature [˝C]

NdFeB 310 150
Sm2Co17(Tm) 825 350–550

FeCrCo 250 640 500
AlNiCo 8–9 860 550

Although magnetic materials suitable for high temperature present poorer performance at room
temperature, it seems feasible to use them for the development of devices intended for “high”
temperature. Obviously a trade-off is necessary to optimize the design of a coupler.

In this way, the objective of the “Z-damper” project is to develop a prototype of a
“magneto-mechanically coupled magnetic damper” with a working temperature of 200 ˝C. The
expected performance of such a device according to multiphysics simulations is shown in this paper.

2. Design and Method

A “magneto-mechanically coupled magnetic damper” (the so-called Z-Damper) prototype has
been designed to fulfill the role of an integrated high temperature damper with the capability of
working at environmental temperatures up to 200 ˝C with continuous operation. A complete detailed
design has been carried out and all the elements have been modeled for multiphysics simulations.
These comprise the following:

Magneto-mechanical coupled simulations for the modeling and design of the magnetic parts,
including the dissipative elements. Dynamic behavior has been modeled. Heat generation figures
have been obtained from eddy current dissipation in the electric conducting elements.

Thermal simulations and analytical calculations have been carried out in order to obtain the
temperature profiles inside the devices and to determine the ventilation requirements. The design of
the prototype has been optimized for a maximum heat internal evacuation. Thermal expansion and
possible thermal-induced stress have been analyzed as well.

A structural assessment has been carried out, including static mechanical stress and deflections as
well as fatigue estimations, to assure the integrity of the devices under highly oscillating loads.

The Z-Damper is composed of three different moving stages:

‚ Slow stage or input stage: connected directly to the source of the vibration.
‚ Fast stage: magnetically coupled with the other stages and able to generate dissipative

eddy currents.
‚ Spline: fixed layer provided with a set of permanent magnets.
‚ A 2-mm-thick copper dissipater fixed to the stator part of the device where the eddy currents are

dissipated mainly due to the amplified motion of the fast stage.

For the device described in this paper, the materials detailed in Table 2 were considered:

Table 2. Magnetic materials considered.

Parameter Value

Spline permanent magnets SmCo YXG32
Br = 1.1 T

Hcb = 800 kA/m

Fast stage magnets SmCo YXG32
Br = 1.1 T

Hcb = 800 kA/m

Soft magnetic material input stage FeCo Alloy
Bs = 2.28 T
µmax = 4500

Hc = 40 A/m

Copper dissipator Cu 99% purity

Structural material Ti6Al4V
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The absence of friction makes the Z-Damper not need lubrication. This device can therefore
virtually operate from very low temperatures (´200 ˝C) to relatively high temperatures, limited only
by the maximum temperature of the continuous service of the permanent magnets (up to 825 ˝C with
thermal-stabilized SmCo magnets).

The prototype would be connected on one side to the source of the vibrations and on the other
side to the ground of the system or the part to be isolated. Figure 2 represents the design model used
for simulations.
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The motion equations for the system read:
For the fast moving stage,

m¨
d2X f ast

dt2 “ FmagÑ f ast (2)

where
m is the mass of the fast moving stage,
Xfast is the position of the fast stage,
t is time,
and FmagÑ f ast is the contribution of all the magnetic forces on the fast stage.
For the input stage,

M¨
d2Xinput

dt2 “ FmagÑinput ` Finput (3)

where
M is the mass of the input moving stage,
Xinput is the input position,
and FmagÑinput is the contribution of all the magnetic forces acting on the input stage.
The movement of the fast and the slow stages will be related through an impedance coupling

number n. This means that the ratio between the input force and that exerted by the fast element
equals n. Alternatively, we can say that this is also the ratio between the displacement of the fast stage
over the displacement of the input stage:

n “
Finput
F f ast

“
X f ast

Xinput
(4)

In the quasi-static case, n = 7 is derived from the number of teeth.
Figure 2 represents the Z-Damper prototype connections.
Table 3 summarizes the most relevant parameters expected from the Z-Damper prototype.
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Table 3. Z-Damper relevant parameters.

Parameter Value Units

Input Stroke ˘5 mm
Diameter 108 mm
Length 499 mm
Weight 18.9 kg

Maximum Damping Force (250 ˝C) 7800 N
First Resonant Frequency 15 Hz

Internal Heat Generation RMS (at 15 Hz and 250 ˝C) 87 W
Maximum Damping Power (F¨ V) RMS (at 15 Hz and 250 ˝C) 1050 W

Ventilation Calculated Requirements Value Units

Air Environment Temperature 200 ˝C
Max. Internal Temperature 276 ˝C
Max. Surface Temperature »255 ˝C

Air flow requirement »1.42 kg/s
Air speed »7 m/s

3. Results

3.1. Z-Damper: Magnetostatic FEM Simulations

The maximum available force (e.g., for damping) of the device, the stiffness and the natural
frequency can be obtained from magnetostatic finite element method simulations. The simulations are
done while fixing the stator and input (no motion allowed) and just moving the fast part along the
stroke of the device. This situation represents an infinite load on the output shaft.

Due to the periodic distribution of magnets, the results for any other position of the input are
essentially the same, except for a shift of the fast stage.

Figures 3 and 4 show the force vs. displacement of the fast moving stage when the motion of the
input stage is locked at 20 ˝C and at 250 ˝C.

A local stiffness of 112 N/mm is found around the rest position for 250 ˝C.
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3.2. Z-Damper: Dynamics

If the input stage is forced to move harmonically, then the fast stage will oscillate with a larger
amplitude than that of the slow stage. Figure 5 shows how a stationary state is quickly reached in
this case.
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For dynamic calculations, the internal temperature of the Z-Damper has been considered uniform
and equal to 250 ˝C. This approximation is considered accurate because the maximum variation of the
internal temperature from that value is 17 ˝C. In addition, 250 ˝C can be considered as the average
internal temperature. Considering the operation of the Z-Damper in a frequency bandwidth of 0 to
100 Hz, the skin depth for a copper conductor is

δ “

c

ρ

π fµ
(5)

Considering the following values at 250 ˝C:
ρ = 3.1¨ 10´8 Ω/m at 250 ˝C, the frequency is 100 Hz, and µ is the magnetic permeability of

the material and equal to 4π¨ 10´7 A/m, and f is the magnetic field variation frequency, in this case
coincident with the input motion frequency.

Therefore, skin depth at 100 Hz is about 9 mm, considerably larger than the copper dissipater
thickness, which clearly dominated power dissipation in the Z-Damper.
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The amplitude of the fast moving stage displacement for the input oscillation amplitude of 3 mm
vs. the frequency is represented in Figure 6. While the static ratio of n = 7 stands at 0 Hz, a resonance is
evident at around 15 Hz.
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3.3. Z-Damper: Damping and Dissipated Power

Figure 7 shows the input force required for achieving such a harmonic movement of the input
element vs. its displacement. It can be seen that the hysteretic cycles followed by the system are close
to being square, which is much more efficient than any other kind damper.
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The energy associated with the hysteresis cycle in Figure 7 can be calculated as:

∆E “

¿

Fi dX (6)

where
X is the displacement on the Z-Damper input stage,
and Fi is the input force.
At the steady-state solution, it can also be expressed as [17],

∆E “ C¨ω2X2
ż

cos2 pωt´ϕqdt “ πCωX2 (7)
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Solving the previous equation, the damping coefficient obtained is:

Cp15Hz, 2mmq “ 43 Ns{mm at 250 ˝C (8)

The equivalent viscous damping coefficient vs. the input oscillation frequency is plotted in
Figure 8 for an input displacement amplitude of 3 mm:
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displacement input amplitude.

Note that the equivalent viscous damping coefficient at the input stage is clearly improved by the
resonance on the fast stage at its resonant frequency. For excitation frequencies close to the resonant
frequency, the displacement (and velocity) of the fast stage is multiplied, enhancing the magnetic
damping on the copper dissipater. A simple interpretation of the physical phenomenon can be done
in terms of impedance coupling between the vibration source and the eddy current damper. As the
impedance coupler depends on frequency as a typical “elastic” support, there is a sort of disconnection
over the resonance frequency. This is quite positive as the lower the damping coefficient is, the larger
the vibration attenuation of an elastic suspension at high frequency is.

Additionally, the resonant behavior increases the speed of the fast stage up to the resonant
frequency, providing a much greater effectiveness in generating eddy currents and therefore in the
overall damping effectiveness.

4. Conclusions

“Magneto-mechanically coupled magnetic dampers”, the so-called Z-Dampers, provide a new
tool for vibration damping. Multiphysics simulations of a Z-Damper prototype show that the effect of
multiplication of the displacement (impedance coupling) associated with the linear magnetic gear (with
no backlash) greatly enhances the damping effectivity of an integrated magnetic eddy current damper.

Dynamic hysteric cycles of the Z-Damper show an unusual and unique behavior: the energy
losses per cycle are close to being the maximum of what is physically possible, proportionally much
larger than for any other damper. This property itself can be considered a breakthrough for vibration
damping as it enhances the efficiency of dissipation of energy per cycle at least an order of magnitude.

Additionally, as can be seen in Figure 8, the equivalent viscous damping coefficient is far from
being constant with the frequency; it presents a maximum in the resonant frequency and it decreases
with the frequency over it.

In a conventional lineal system, the damping coefficient remains constant and the general tendency
is to reach the highest damping level possible at low frequencies, while at high frequencies the higher
the regression coefficient is, the worse the efficiency of the system turns.
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As it has been illustrated by the results of the simulations, the coefficients of the Z-Damper at low
frequencies remain high; however, they decrease at high frequencies. This allows an incredibly high
damping at low frequencies and, at the same time, the improvement of the behavior of the system at
high frequencies which leads to the system’s optimum performance.

These exceptional results at low and high frequencies make this kind of device much more
beneficial than systems based on viscosity or viscoelasticity.

Furthermore, the application of these mechanical advantages will prove to be essential in low
frequency situations such as anti-seismic regression scenarios, in which it would also be worth
considering the possibility of customizing the maximum frequency in order to accomplish the best
damping coefficient possible.
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